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Terahertz Quantitative Nondestructive Evaluation of
Failure Modes in Polymer-Coated Steel

Junliang Dong, Student Member, IEEE, Alexandre Locquet, D. S. Citrin, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Terahertz reflective imaging is applied to charac-
terize the failure modes in a polymer coating on a steel plate.
The coating was initially scratched, then after accelerated aging,
several types of failure have occurred. In order to resolve
the thin coating (∼50 µm), terahertz frequency-wavelet domain
deconvolution is implemented. With the deconvolved signals, the
temporally overlapping echoes of the incident, roughly single-
cycle terahertz pulse are clearly resolved, and three important
failure modes, viz. corrosion, delamination, and blistering, are
characterized quantitatively. Terahertz images in three dimen-
sions clearly exhibit the coating thickness distribution across
the entire damaged coating, highlighting the terahertz features
associated with different failure modes, thus demonstrating that
terahertz imaging can be considered as an effective modality
for characterizing damage mechanisms in polymer coatings on
metals.

Index Terms—Terahertz radiation, Imaging, Protective coat-
ings, Deconvolution, Nondestructive testing

I. INTRODUCTION

NONDESTRUCTIVE evaluation (NDE) techniques for
monitoring and characterizing coatings on metals are

essential to verify protection of the metal substrate from
corrosion during service. Coating failure can have many
causes and manifestations. Especially, when a region of a
coating system becomes detached from its substrate, the term
“adhesion failure” is commonly used. Delamination and b-
listering are two important types of coating failure in which
compromised adhesion is strongly implicated [1]. Since the
exact cause and nature of coating failure is still in dispute [2],
various NDE techniques have been explored to study damage
mechanisms in coatings, such as electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) [3], scanning electrochemical microscopy
[4], acoustic emission [5], and thermography [6][7], to name
a few. However, not all of the NDE techniques mentioned
above can provide quantitative information in depth, nor may
they all be capable of monitoring the condition of adhesion.
Scanning acoustic microscopy (SAM) [2][8][9] and laser-
ultrasonics [10] can provide depth-specific information with
enough resolution for characterizing coating systems; however,
high attenuation in polymer materials limits the penetration
depth of the ultrasonic waves [8]. Therefore, alternative NDE
techniques with relatively high resolution are still sought for
quantitative evaluation of polymer coatings.
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Terahertz (THz) imaging, as a relatively new and promising
NDE technique, has attracted considerable interest as a non-
invasive, noncontact, and nonionizing method to characterize
various non-metallic materials. The THz portion of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum extends from approximately 100 GHz
to 10 THz, and lies between the microwaves and infrared; the
wavelength range in this region is 3 mm down to 30 µm.
THz-frequency electromagnetic waves are known to penetrate
numerous nonmetallic materials that may be opaque in the
range of visible and infrared light. Moreover, as nonionizing
radiation, THz waves present minimal known health risks.
Due to these remarkable properties, THz waves have al-
ready been successfully used for characterizing materials with
multi-layered structures, such as fiber-reinforced composite
laminates [11][12], coated pharmaceutical tablets [13][14],
dental tissues [15], and art paintings [16]. The application
of THz imaging to metals, however, is problematic, as the
conductivities of metals preclude significant penetration of
the THz radiation below the surface. As a result, metals are
typically highly reflective in the THz-frequency range. This
reflectivity can be turned to advantage in the NDE of coatings
on metals. To date, THz imaging has been demonstrated on
automobile paints [17] and marine paints [18], thermal barrier
coatings of gas turbine blade [19], and marine protective
coatings [20]. Various efforts have also been made to enhance
the depth resolution of THz imaging, for example using the
time-domain numerical parameter fitting method based on
multiple regression analysis [21], fitting the theoretical model
with the experiment transfer function in the frequency domain
[22], and multivariate analysis [23].

In this study, THz reflective imaging is employed to charac-
terize different failure modes in a one-layered polymer coating
on a steel plate. The coating was initially scratched, then after
accelerated corrosion over a few months, various types of
failure, such as corrosion, delamination, and blistering, are
observed to have occurred. Because the thickness of this coat-
ing is optically thin in the THz regime, multiple THz echoes
partially or totally overlap in the time-domain waveforms,
which are particularly noticeable due to the high reflectivity of
the metallic substrate. THz frequency-wavelet domain decon-
volution is implemented to resolve the overlapping echoes and
distinguish the features of various failure modes, especially
for revealing the features associated with adhesion failure.
Based on the THz deconvolved signals, several failure modes
are characterized quantitatively in three dimensions, and the
surface topology is successfully reconstructed. Our work thus
supports effort to apply THz imaging to investigate the damage
mechanisms in polymer coatings on metals.
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II. PRINCIPLE

For samples with layered structure, time-domain THz imag-
ing can provide information in depth by analyzing the reflect-
ed THz signals with an incident approximately single-cycle
THz pulse. Due to dielectric variations with depth, reflected
temporal THz echoes associated with the Fresnel coefficients
between various layers are recorded as a function of transverse
position in amplitude and time delay. The echo amplitudes
provide information on the various refractive indices, while the
time delays between THz echoes provide the optical thickness
of successive layers. With a knowledge of the refractive indices
of the corresponding materials, the physical layer thickness
can be extracted. When the layer thickness is optically thin,
THz echoes will partially or totally overlap; therefore, the
amplitude and time delay cannot be directly extracted from the
time-domain waveform. In this case, THz deconvolution can
be utilized to resolve the overlapping echoes and reconstruct
the intrinsic impulse-response function, and hence the physical
structure of the sample studied.

In the time domain, the THz reflected signal (electric field)
r(t) is the convolution of the incident THz pulse i(t) with
the impulse-response function h(t), which corresponds to
the structure and properties of the sample at a given two-
dimensional position,

r(t) = i(t)⊗h(t). (1)

Deconvolution retrieves the impulse response function h(t) by
applying the inverse Fourier transform based on the convolu-
tion theorem,

h(t) = FFT−1

[
FFT

(
r(t)

)
FFT

(
i(t)

) ] , (2)

where FFT denotes the Fourier transform and FFT−1 the
inverse Fourier transform. Frequently, successful deconvolu-
tion cannot be expected by directly applying Eq. (2), since
division by small numbers will give rise to large spikes in the
reconstructed impulse-response function, especially in the high
frequency region, leading to severe ringing in the time domain.
Therefore, deconvolution process is usually further augmented
by frequency-domain filtering to suppress the high-frequency
noise, which can be expressed as,

h′(t) = FFT−1

[
FFT

(
f(t)

)
×
FFT

(
r(t)

)
FFT

(
i(t)

) ] , (3)

with f(t) the filter function in the time domain. In order to
obtain a successful reconstruction, the temporal duration of
f(t) should be short enough to resolve the time intervals be-
tween featured echoes, and f(t) should not contain extra signal
cycles before or after the main peak, which will obscure the
real featured echoes in the reconstructed signal; however, the
selection of f(t) is also a compromise between time resolution
and frequency-domain filtering [24]. If the duration of f(t) is
too short, its frequency spectrum will include large spikes at
high frequencies, which will degrade the reconstructed signal
in the time domain.

A double Gaussian filter or Wiener filtering can be selected
to serve as the frequency-domain filtering [25], and a tapered
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Fig. 1. Hanning window function with typical values, t0=10 ps and fc=4
THz, in the time domain and its Fourier transform (power spectrum) in the
inset.

cosine apodisation function has also been found to work
well [26]. Considering the complexity and effectiveness, a
Hanning window function is chosen as the filter function
f(t) in this study, and its frequency spectrum F (ω) can be
expressed as

F (ω) =

{
eiωt0cos2( ω

4fc
) | ω | ≤2πfc,

0 | ω | >2πfc,
(4)

where to corresponds to the arrival time of the main peak in the
time domain and fc is the cutoff frequency. This frequency-
domain filtering is easy to manipulate just by changing the
cutoff frequency fc. An example of f(t) and its frequency
spectrum F (ω) for typical parameters (t0 = 10 ps and fc = 4
THz) is shown in Fig. 1.

Quite often, deconvolution only with frequency-domain
filtering cannot guarantee a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio
when a relatively high value of fc is selected. Stationary
wavelet shrinkage is applied to further attenuate the resid-
ual noise. This technique decomposes a 1D signal into the
approximation coefficients vector and detail coefficients by
convolving with a low-pass filter and a high-pass filter along
the temporal axis at each level. Wavelet coefficients with
small absolute values can be considered as noise, and wavelet
coefficients with large absolute values are regarded as the
main featured information of the signal [25][27]. Removing
the small absolute-value coefficients by thresholding and then
reconstructing the signal is expected to produce a signal in
which the contribution of noise has been reduced. Sometimes,
the signal after frequency-wavelet deconvolution contains slow
fluctuations corresponding to the low frequency noise due to
the THz source being deficient in the low THz frequency
region. This kind of low-frequency noise can be canceled by
subtracting the baseline of the deconvolved signal.

III. EXPERIMENT

The THz time-domain reflection imaging system (Teraview
TPS Spectra 3000), which is employed in this study, is shown
schematically in Fig. 2. The GaAs photoconductive antenna is
excited by an ultrafast (femtosecond) laser to produce roughly
single-cycle THz pulses with bandwidth extending from 60
GHz to 3 THz. The ultrafast laser used here is an Er-doped
fiber laser that emits 780 nm pulses with sub-100 femtosecond
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of THz time-domain reflection imaging system.

optical pulse duration at a repetition rate of 100 MHz and
has an average output power in excess of 65 mW. Coherent
detection of the THz radiation is performed in a similar photo-
conductive antenna circuit. By gating the photoconductive gap
with a femtosecond pulse synchronized to the THz emission,
a current proportional to the THz electric field is measured.
By varying the optical path length, the THz time domain
signal can be sampled, resulting in both amplitude and phase
information on a sub-picosecond timescale.

In this study, THz imaging is performed in reflection at
almost normal incidence. Before imaging the sample, a THz
reference signal, shown in Fig. 3, was recorded by setting
a bare metal plate (i.e., an excellent THz reflector) at the
sample position. The tested sample, shown in Fig. 4(a), is a
one-layered polymer (polyester) coating on a zinc-coated steel
substrate. Prior to the application of the polymer coating, a
thin (∼5 µm) proprietary primer coating was applied. Both the
primer and polymer were roll coated onto the substrate. The
coating was initially scratched through the coating in the cen-
ter, and after a multi-month accelerated-corrosion exposure,
various types of failure, including corrosion, delamination,
and blistering, are visually evident in the coating. Optical
microscopy was employed to estimate the thickness of the
coating, shown in Fig. 4(b). (The primer coating was not
evident in the optical micrographs.) The thickness of the
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Fig. 3. THz reference signal with its frequency spectrum in the inset.

Fig. 4. (a) Visible photograph of the surface of the coating sample with
four typical positions highlighted to represent different failure modes. This
photograph is also labeled with the pixel number which is the same as the
THz C-scans in the following section. (b) Optical micrograph from the edge
of the coated sample to roughly estimate the thicknesses of the coating and
the steel plate.

coating is about 0.05 mm based on observation from the edge
of the sample. We then proceeded with the THz imaging.
This sample was raster-scanned by a set of motorized stages
moving in x and y directions in 0.2 mm steps over a 33 mm
× 55 mm region of the sample plane, corresponding to 165 ×
275 pixels. Each recorded reflected temporal THz waveform
contains 4096 data points, and the signal is averaged over 10
shots per pixel. After completing the scanning, a 3D volume
raw data set was acquired.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the observation of the coating surface fea-
tures, four typical positions, which exemplify different failure
modes, are selected in Fig. 4(a). The received THz signal at
position (50, 60), where no evidently visible damages exist,
is shown in Fig. 5(a1). Overlapping THz echoes at this pixel
are observed due to the optically thin coating. In order to
resolve the overlapping echoes and reveal the structure, THz
frequency-wavelet domain deconvolution introduced previous-
ly is applied to the raw reflected THz signal at each pixel. In
order to make the time resolution as high as possible, the
cutoff frequency fc chosen for all the waveforms is 4 THz. In
the wavelet denoising procedure, the symlet (sym4) wavelets
are selected with a maximum level of 7 for the wavelet
decomposition, as no significant improvement can be achieved
for higher levels to justify the extra computational expense.
After deconvolution, a 3D deconvolved data set is obtained.
Peak detection is performed on the deconvolved signals for
identifying the existence of an echo. A threshold value for
peak detection is set for all pixels, above which we consider
a feature as a valid peak.

The deconvolved THz signal at position (50, 60) is shown
in Fig. 5(a2). Two positive peaks and one negative peak
are clearly identified, which are illustrated in Fig. 5(a3).
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Fig. 5. The THz raw signals [(a1) and (b1)] and deconvolved signals
[(a2) and (b2)] at positions (50, 60) and (70, 190), with the corresponding
representations of round-trip echoes in [(a3) and (b3)].

The first two positive peaks correspond to the echoes from
the air/coating interface and the coating/substrate interface
respectively. The third peak, corresponding to the second
round echo, is negative due to the phase shift at the coating/air
interface. We consider pixels with this kind of deconvolved
signal as normal i.e., undamaged, since no features related with
damages can be identified. The optical thickness of the coating
can be acquired by calculating the optical delay between the
first and the second peaks, which is ∼0.5 ps. The refractive
index of polyester in the THz range is ∼1.7 [28], therefore, the
physical thickness of the coating is ∼44 µm, which is close
to the value we estimated with the optical micrograph in Fig.
4(b).

The THz raw signal and deconvolved signal at position (70,
190) are shown in Fig. 5(b1) and (b2). Compared with the nor-
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Fig. 6. (a) THz C-scan based on the raw signals with the contrast mechanism
as the maximum amplitude of the received signal, which is similar to the
optical photograph in Fig. 4(a); (b) THz C-scan based on the deconvolved
signals associated with the delamination, which indicates the regions with
delamination and the physical thicknesses of the delamination across the
coating plane.

mal THz deconvolved signal in Fig. 5(a2), three positive peaks
and one negative peak are identified. In this case, the second
peak is negative, which indicates the separation between the
coating and the substrate, corresponding to the existence of
delamination (air gap). The round trip of the identified echoes
are illustrated in Fig. 5(b3). Compared with the raw THz signal
at this pixel, the deconvolved THz signal clearly reveals the
prominent feature associated with the delamination, which is
the most important type of adhesive failure. Moreover, the
severity of delamination can be evaluated by calculating its
physical thickness. With the knowledge of refractive index
of air and the measurement of the optical delay between
the first peak (positive) and the second peak (negative), the
delamination can be characterized quantitatively.

THz C-scans can be plotted to provide a two dimensional
presentation of data as a top or planar view of features in the
coating system. The THz C-scan based on the THz raw data
with contrast mechanism as the maximum amplitude value
is firstly plotted in Fig. 6(a), which is similar to the optical
photograph in Fig. 4(a). Based on the expected features in
the deconvolved signal associated with delamination, we can
extract all the pixels with this feature present and calculate
the physical thickness of the delamination as a function of
position. The THz C-scan in Fig. 6(b) clearly exhibits the
delamination areas where the existence of air gap is indicated
by the THz deconvolved signals. We also obtain the physical
thickness of the delamination across the coating plane, which
demonstrates that the delamination has been successfully char-
acterized in three dimensions quantitatively by THz imaging.
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The THz raw signal and deconvolved signal at position (79,
115), where the scratch was initially located and the metal
oxide first developed upon aging, are shown in Fig. 7(a1) and
(a2). The amplitude of the raw and deconvolved signals are
relatively small because of the diffuse reflection at the rough
surface of the corrosion area. In addition, compared with the
signals at the undamaged area, a larger time delay between
the first and the second echoes can be observed both in the
raw and deconvolved signals. The optical delay in this case
corresponds to the thickness of the grown metal oxide due to
corrosion at the scratch area.

Next, we discuss the signal features at the blisters. The THz
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raw signal and deconvolved signal at position (21, 121), where
a blister is clearly observed, are shown in Fig. 7(b1) and (b2).
Both THz raw and deconvolved signals present quite similar
features compared with the signals at the undamaged area.
However, by careful comparison with the THz deconvolved
signal at the undamaged area in Fig. 5(a2), we observe: (1)
the optical delay between the first and the second echoes
is larger in blisters; (2) the amplitude of the second echo
is smaller in blisters. Based on these two features, THz C-
scans are plotted in Fig. 8 to reveal all the blisters in the
coating. In Fig. 8(a), THz C-scan is plotted based on the
optical delay between the first two positive peaks of the
deconvolved signals, which represents the optical distance
between the coating surface and the top surface of the metal
substrate. The blistering areas, represented as red spots in the
image, are clearly revealed. Compared with the undamaged
areas, the blisters are associated with a slightly larger optical
thickness, and the delamination and corrosion areas around
the scratch exhibit much larger optical distance due to the
existence of the air gap under the delaminated coating or the
metal oxide, respectively. In Fig. 8(b), THz C-scan is plotted
based on the amplitude of the second positive peak, which
indicates the condition of adhesion, because the second peak
corresponds to the echo bouncing back after reflecting off the
substrate. Compared with the undamaged areas, the blisters
show smaller amplitude which indicates a weaker adhesion
with the substrate, with the delamination areas exhibit much
weaker adhesion, viz. adhesion failure.

The physical origin of the contrast between blisters and the
surrounding undamaged regions are now discussed. Compared
with the undamaged area, the relatively large optical delay
between the first two positive peaks at the locations of the
blisters is due to the separation between the coating and the
substrate and the existence of the air gap. However, the air
gap under the blisters is too small to be resolved even in
the deconvolved signals. In this case, the negative peak cor-
responding to the echo from the coating/air interface and the
positive peak corresponding to the echo from the air/substrate

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Oxidized 

Steel

Normal 

Steel

Fig. 9. Optical micrographs associated with different failure modes after
peeling off the coating. (a) Oxidized substrate in the blistering area; (b)
Oxidized substrate in the delamination area; (c) Comparison between the steel
substrate at the undamaged area and the blistering area by peeling off the
coating at one blister area and the adjacent undamaged area; (d) Grown metal
oxide due to corrosion along the scratch.

are not well-separated and largely cancel with each other. The
result of this overlap and cancellation is only one observable
positive peak with a later arrival time and smaller amplitude
compared with the peak corresponding to the echo from
the coating/substrate interface in undamaged areas [12][29].
Another reason, which is also responsible for the smaller
amplitude of the second positive peak, is the presence of
oxidization of the metal substrate in blisters locations induced
by the accelerated aging. The oxidized substrate under the
blisters provides a smaller reflection compared with the normal
steel under the undamaged coating, where the coating and the
substrate adhere tightly and an almost total reflection can be
expected.

Optical microscopy was next employed to verify the phys-
ical explanations above. In order to observe the conditions of
adhesion associated with different failure modes, the coating
at representative positions is carefully removed. Compared
with the undamaged areas, the coating at delamination and

Fig. 10. THz image of the thickness distribution, as well as the surface topolo-
gy, of the coating. Different failure modes, including corrosion, delamination,
and blistering, have been characterized quantitatively in three dimensions.
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blistering areas is easier to peel off due to the existence
of an air gap. Optical micrographs in areas with blistering,
delamination and corrosion along the scratech are shown in
Fig. 9(a), (b), (d), respectively. Oxidized substrate is observed
under both the blister and delamination. Comparison between
the substrate in the undamaged area and under the blister is
shown in Fig. 9(c) by peeling off the coating at one blister and
the adjacent undamaged area. The substrate in the undamaged
area is visually shiny; on the contrary, the oxidized substrate
under the blister appears black in the optical micrograph. The
optical micrographs support our conclusions above based on
the THz images concerning the compromised adhesion of the
coating in these areas.

Based on the analysis above, the characteristics of various
failure modes, including corrosion, delamination, and blister-
ing, have been successfully revealed using time-domain THz
reflective imaging. The thickness distribution of this damaged
coating can be estimated, as shown in Fig. 10. To do this,
we assume that the refractive indices of the corrosion (metal
oxide) is similar to that of the coating [30]. We note in the
image the metal oxide is grown in the scratch area, on both
sides of which are raised areas of delaminations. Beyond this
is a relatively flat area with isolated raised areas due to blisters.
With this 3D image, the thicknesses associated with various
failure modes, as well as the surface topology of the coating
system are clearly reconstructed, exhibiting the capability of
THz imaging for the quantitative NDE of polymer coatings on
metals.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, THz reflective imaging was demonstrated to
characterize different failure modes in a polyester-coated zinc-
coated steel plate. THz frequency-wavelet domain deconvolu-
tion was adapted to resolve the optically thin coating. Based on
the deconvolved signals, the characteristics of various failure
modes, including corrosion, delamination, and blistering, have
been successfully identified. The THz deconvolved signals also
enable us to evaluate the condition of adhesion, especially for
the delamination and blisters, which are related with adhesion
failure. The thickness distribution across the entire damaged
coating, as well as its surface topology is also obtained. These
interpretations were supported by optical microscopy. Based
on these results, we conclude that THz imaging, which can
provide a noninvasive, noncontact, and nonionizing modality
for characterizing coatings quantitatively in three dimensions,
can be utilized as an effective tool for investigating the damage
mechanisms and monitoring the corrosion process in polymer-
coated metals.
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